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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the current control of three phase induction motor using Fuzzy logic. A thyristorized
AC voltage Inverter is utilized as the starting equipment while the motor current regulation is carried out using an
optimally tuned Proportional-Integral (PI) controller. AC voltage Inverter fed starting of induction motor is a non-linear
process. The complete drive system including AC voltage inverter fed induction motor in conjunction with PI
controller is optimized using Fuzzy logic. The successful implementation with a low cost microcontroller demonstrates
the feasibility of the new approach. The simulation is carried out by Matlab/Simulink.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The various methods of starting of three-phase induction motor generally falls into four basic categories [1]: direct
online starting, electromechanical reduced voltage starting, solid-state reduced voltage starting and variable-frequencydrive (VFD) starting. The cheapest way is direct online starting, but the limitation with this method is large initial
current surge leading to voltage dips in the supply system. Auto-transformer starting, star/delta starting and
resistor/reactor starting are a part of Electro-mechanical reduced-voltage starting. Among these, star/delta starting is
more popular since it is cheap, compact and causes no power loss. However this method can be applied only for
normally delta-connected stator provided with six leads. Conventional starting elements require some type of
mechanical switch or contact and have several drawbacks[2,3], such as need for frequent inspection and maintenance,
non-simultaneous switching of motor phases to the supply, failure in the moving parts due to large amount of switching,
etc.
With the development of solid state starters, conventional starters have been replaced by starters that employ highpower devices. An earlier work in this regard is seen in [4,5]. The solid state starter consisted of a pair of back-to-back
connected SCRs and the firing angle of SCRs was varied to control the rate of change of KVA with respect to time. A
solid state voltage contactor employing anti-parallel SCRs is given in [7]. The concept of use of SCR voltage inverter
with firing angle control for smooth induction motor starting is labelled as “soft starter”. A closed loop optimal soft
starting ac voltage controller fed induction motor drive based on voltage across the thyristor is seen in [9]. While earlier
works were confined to current limit starting, performance enhancement of starting torque was later addressed [10,11].
Numerical solution method is attempted in [10] for improved starting current and torque profile whereas the method
suggested in [11] consists of two parts: a linear initial firing angle scheme which eliminates starting torque ripples and
a current control strategy which consists of successive sinusoidal and constant function segments of triggering angle of
SCRs. A soft starter with voltage and power factor angle as feedback signals is given in [12], whereas starting torque
optimization is carried out in [13]. The work in [14] explains the use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for the
generation of SCR firing angles for soft starting. Soft starters are employed for energy saving too[15,16]. While the
schemes in [4–7] are of open loop type, the soft starters in [8–14] work in closed loop mode. The closed loop control
strategies are obtained by repeatedly simulating the motor model several times and employing trial and error based
approach. Soft-starter has been increasingly employed in the industries now-a-days, yet the design procedure of
feedback controller for rated current starting is not available in literature. This is important in particular because, AC
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voltage controller fed induction motor drive system is described by a highly non-linear fifth order differential equation.
This demands a detailed design and implementation of a feedback controller for soft-starter fed induction motor drive.
In this paper, the feedback controller design is formulated as an optimization problem and the solution is achieved to
obtain good dynamic response. A close examination of the available research work indicates that systematic design and
implementation of a soft-starter with PI controller is not available in the literature. This paper proposes an optimization
model for PI controller based motor current regulation during motor starting. The optimization model makes use of d–q
axis model for evaluating objective function and is simulated through Fuzzy logic.
II.

FUZZY LOGIC BASED PI CONTROLLER DESIGN

The schematic of three-phase AC voltage inverter fed induction motor starting using closed loop current controller is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the power converter employed is a three-phase AC voltage inverter employing SCRs. The SCR
firing angle is varied to adjust the stator voltage applied to the motor. The AC voltage controller consists of six SCRs
labelled as T1, T΄1, T2, T΄2, T3 and T΄3.The SCRs T1 and T΄1 are triggered at a delay of α and π+α respectively with
reference to the zero crossing of R-phase voltage VRN. The SCRsT2 and T΄2 are triggered at a delay of (2π/3)+α and
(2π/3)+(π+α) respectively. In a similar manner, the SCRs T3 and T΄3 are triggered at a delay of (4π/3) + α and (4π/3) +
(π+α) respectively. The heart of the closed loop system is PIC16F87XA micro controller which works as digital PI
controller as well as firing pulse generator. The R-phase voltage, VRN is stepped down and converted into a digital pulse
using Zero Crossing Detection (ZCD) circuit and this pulse is fed to the pin RC0 of the microcontroller. The microcontroller senses the status of this pin each time and once zero crossing signal has come, it starts producing six firing
pulses through RB0 to RB5 with a delay angle α computed by the PI controller realized in the microcontroller.
The schematic of three-phase AC voltage inverter fed induction motor starting with closed loop current controller is
shown in Fig. 1.
The stator voltages Vds and Vqs are given by,

=

√

(1)

√

Fig.1 Block diagram of Induction motor soft-starting with feedback controller.
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The inputs to this model are SCR firing angle α and load torque TL. Since motor starting is carried out on no-load, TL
is made zero throughout starting and firing angle α is updated through the PI controller. The motor current evaluated
through the model is then compared with rated motor current Ir*and the error is given to the PI controller which
calculates the change in firing angle Δα. The value of α0 indicates initial SCR firing angle and is suitably selected.
Here, the task is to keep the motor current constant throughout starting. Thus if Ir * is rated current of motor and Iris
the instantaneous current during starting, then soft starting can be performed if Iris maintained at Ir*.
Fuzzy logic provides a strong framework for achieving robust and simple solutions among different approaches of
Intelligent computation. Fuzzy model is a collection of IF - THEN rules with vague predicates that use a fuzzy
reasoning such as Sugeno and Mamdani models. Sugeno type systems can be used to model any inference system in
which the output membership functions are either linear or constant whereas Mamdani type produces either linear or
nonlinear output. The fuzzy logic controller consists of four stages: fuzzification of inputs, derivation of rules,
inference mechanism and de-fuzzification. Fuzzy logic systems are universal function approximators. In general, the
goal of fuzzy logic system is to yield a set of outputs for given inputs in a non-linear system, without using any
mathematical model but by using linguistic rules. A general block diagram of Fuzzy logic is given in Fig.2.

Knowledge Base
(Rule Base and
Data Base)

Input

Fuzzifier
(Transformation 1)

Defuzzifier
(Transformation 2)

Output

Inference Engine
Fig 2. Block Diagram of Fuzzy Logic
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III.

RESULTS

A dedicated Fuzzy based model is developed in MATLAB for the feedback controller design.
The results obtained through simulation are given in Fig.3. These results depict the early settling time of the starting
current which is close to 0.3 seconds.

Fig. 3.MATLAB Simulation output (a) Voltage (b) Current(3 phase notation) (c) Current(graphical notation) and (d)Torque
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Fig. 4 Fuzzy Controller model

IV.
CONCLUSION
This work has focused on the design and implementation of a closed loop scheme for soft-starter fed induction motor
drive with PI controller. The objective of the closed loop operation was to start the motor at rated current. Towards this
goal, soft-starter fed induction motor drive with closed loop operation is first modelled in MATLAB. The complete
drive system is simulated using Fuzzy Logic in MATLAB. PIC16F87XA microcontroller is used as the feedback
controller and firing pulse generator for AC voltage inverter. The computed results validate the proposed method.

Parameters
Stator resistance Rs
Rotor resistance Rr
Stator inductance Ls
Rotor inductance Lr
Voltage rating
Speed
Current
Rating
Frequency

Table 1.
Parameters of Induction motor
Value
0.0823
0.0503
0.724e-3H
0.724e-3H
415 V
1430 RPM
3A
5.4 KW
50 Hz
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